
Group Hypnobirthing
Course Content 

& Materials



Course Materials
* One day course

 
* The Calm Birth 

Method book
 

* 5 x MP3s
 

* 2 x 121 45 minute
follow-up 

coaching calls
 

* Access to
The Good Birth Practice
Client Area, containing

resources, links, 
references, birth films & BONUS

VIDEO TUTORIALS from 
Infant Sleep Consultants, 

the
Mindful Breastfeeding Coach, 

Raise Up Mums 
& 

Radiant Personal Training
 

* Good Birth Practice 
goody bag 

First things things. It's ok to feel anxious about birth.
In fact it's quite normal to feel some quite
powerful anticipation about what's to come.
 
 Secondly, it's ok to feel uncomfortable with not
knowing very much about how birth works. We don't
talk about birth much in this country - and when we
do it's highly dramatised. So there's a lot to learn in
those 40-odd weeks (including how to mark time in
weeks...). For lots of us the 'not knowing' bit can
feel exposing and scary.  
 
Next up - and I appreciate this is a challenging one -
Birth is not inherently awful. I know you've seen &
heard some awful things, things which linger &
torture you in the wee small hours. I want you to
know, though, that just because lots of people have
horrible experiences, it's not a given that you will.  
 
Perhaps most comfortingly, I'd like you to know that
birth isn't really very different to anything else in life.
Knowledge is Power is a universal truth. And so is 
 Preparation Matters.  
 
That also tells you there's no such things as a Silver
Bullet. Hypnobirthing skills & techniques are
incredibly effective, but they're not the whole story. 
Context is King and a helpful dose of 
insight + confidence will increase your ability to 
 navigate the practical 
realities of birth. 
 
Which is where I come in! 
 
Welcome to 
The Good Birth Practice.

Some
reassuring words



What we'll cover
PHYSIOLOGY FIRST
What order to things happen in? 
How does your body work? 
A whole new vocabulary
Dependencies
 
PURE HYPNOBIRTHING
What are the principles & why does it work? 
Emotional Control
Breathing Techniques
Guided Meditation
Visualisation & Affirmation
How to practice
 
TECHNIQUES IN PRACTICE
OK. So what does that mean on the day? 
 
SPHERES OF RESPONSIBILITY
What makes birth Good? (Or bad)
Who else is in the room
What you can & can't control
Birth plans that work
 
CONTINGENCY PLANNING
Being flexible & adaptable
Creating space to make decisions
How to keep control - safely
 
ROLE OF THE BIRTH PARTNER
Protect & serve - and enjoy it! 
 



What to wear
Please wear whatever you wish in order to feel
comfortable! There will be chairs, cushions, mats &
birthing balls to sit on, and of course you can feel free
to move round and make yourself comfortable as you
wish. 
 

What to bring
You don’t need to bring anything to the session at all,
apart from your lovely selves (and your lunch – see
below)
 

Who to bring
These classes are really informal – so bring the person
who will be your birth partner, and most useful to
you. That may be your husband, your wife, your civil
partner, your sister, your mum, your best friend….or
maybe just yourself. 
 

Eating & drinking
This is going to be a busy day, with lots of talking &
discussion! I’ll have tea, coffee, water & snacks on
hand throughout.
 
If you would like to join me for lunch  we'll go to
Joseph's Cafe across the road (details to follow). You
are also very welcome to bring a packed lunch, or
buy lunch from the nearby shops. 
 

Any questions? 
If you’ve got any questions in advance – or have any
specific issues relating to your pregnancy & birth that
you’d like to discuss – please just email, call or
message me in advance.

LOCATION, 
DIRECTIONS 
& PARKING

The Hub 
116 St John's Hill

Sevenoaks, TN13 3PD
 

Free on-street parking is
available in 

Wickenden Rd & Swaffield Rd
 

When to arrive
The day starts at 930am. 

Please feel free to arrive from
915am, so you can settle in, 

get comfy & have a chat 
with your colleagues before 

we start the session.


